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Abstract. The paper traces the evolutionary path of the non-initial vocalic length
contrast in the Finnic varieties of Ingria and adjacent areas, from long vs. short
vowels to short vs. no vowels. On the material from living varieties of the Ingrian,
Votic, Finnish and Estonian languages, this sound change can be modeled very
precisely, with statistical phonetic data analyzed for each stage of it. Among other
things, the changes in various types of ratios between long and short vowels are
described in more innovative varieties, as compared to Standard Finnish, which
represents the most conservative stage. A special section describes a phonetic
study on the reflexes of short vowels in Southern Lower Luga Ingrian, as well
as in a mixed Siberian Ingrian/Finnish dialect. In these two varieties, vowel
reduction, devoicing and elision occur at the most advanced level before the
complete vowel loss. Also, a correlated study on phonemic categorization of these
vowels by the native speakers is discussed. Both experiments indicate that in
Southern Lower Luga Ingrian short vowel reflexes still retain the vocalic phonemic
status, while in Siberian Ingrian/Finnish they should already be treated as consonantal features of palalization and labialiazation.
Keywords: Finnic varieties of Ingria, vowel reduction, auditory phonetics,
phonology, sound change, phonemic categorization.

1. Introduction
Vowel reduction in the non-initial syllables is a widespread phenomenon
in the Finnic languages. The degree of reduction varies considerably across
varieties. One can observe a complete cycle of phonological sound change
of the vocalic non-initial durational contrast in these languages. This cycle
starts from a long vs. short vowel contrast and ends in a short vs. no vowel
contrast. The paper describes this transformation in detail, elaborating how
it transpires at each stage.
Finnic reduced vowels have emerged out of the non-initial short vowels
in certain positions. The exact list of these positions slightly varies across
the languages in question, but the main trends are very similar. The most
widespread is apocope, followed by syncope. For example, in Lower Luga
Ingrian reduced vowels typically occur foot-finally (examples are from InSLL):
1 Linguistica Uralica 1 2016
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[tÍü·tt∏∑ö]1 ’girl:NOM’, [a·vàht∏∑u] ’be_opened:PST:3SG’, [su·kk∏∑uri:s] ’sugar:IN’,
[li·sh∏∑ümi:nè] ’be_added:NMLZ:NOM’ etc. Reduction is also possible foot-internally, in the second syllable of a trisyllabic foot: [i·hm∏ıß sed] ’man:PL:NOM’,
[jǟ·h∏∑ütettä:] ’cool:PRS:IPS’, [ki·sk∏∑ohumi:nè] ’be_torn_off:NMLZ:NOM’.
In the paper, the main focus will be on the Finnic languages of historical Ingria (currently the vicinity of St. Petersburg), where vowel reduction
is a pronounced widespread process represented at many stages. All varieties of Ingria are subject to this reduction to some extent. Different varieties show how the original short vowels go through quantitative and qualitative reduction, grammatically and phonetically conditioned elision, and
devoicing. Being further reduced, these segments subsequently turn into
the consonantal features of palatalization and labialization, and are finally
lost, while the original long non-initial vowels completely shorten.
The stages of reduction will be considered in the following varieties of
Ingria: Ingrian Finnish (FiI; a part of South-Eastern Finnish dialects, see Kettunen 1930), the Soikkola (InS) and Lower Luga (InLL) dialects of the Ingrian
language (Northern, Central and Southern varieties of Lower Luga Ingrian
will be referred to as InNLL, InCLL, InSLL respectively), the Luutsa variety
of the Western Votic dialect (VoL), and the mixed Siberian Ingrian/ Finnish
variety of the Ryžkovo village (FiRyž). Comparative data on adjacent SouthEastern Finnish dialects of Karelia (FiSK), as well as on Standard Finnish (Fi)
and Estonian (Es) will also be cited. Among all these varieties, special attention will be paid to those two that contain the complete phonological subsystems of reduced voiceless vowels, which are a typological rarity (Gordon 1998;
Blevins 2004 : 199—201): Southern Lower Luga Ingrian and Siberian Ingrian/
Finnish. These varieties illustrate two successive stages of the evolution of
reduced voiceless vowels (see sections 8—10).
All Finnic varieties of Ingria are severely endangered. In 2006, there were
several hundred Ingrian Finnish speakers scattered across Russia, Finland,
Estonia and Sweden, 50—70 fluent Lower Luga Ingrian speakers and the
same amount of Soikkola speakers, and less then 10 Western (Luutsa-Liivčülä
and Jõgõperä) Votic speakers (Kuznetsova, Markus, Muslimov 2015); since
then the number has decreased even more. As for the Siberian variety, in
2009—2012 there were some 30 fluent speakers (Сидоркевич 2013b : 11).
2. The starting point of reduction: Standard Finnish
In the paper, I will trace the development of reduction from the point when
there was a distinct contrast of short and long vowels in the non-initial
syllables. There is a general consensus in Finno-Ugric studies that this
contrast does not go back to the Proto-Finnic stage, as there were no long
non-initial vowels in Proto-Finnic. These vowels emerged in the process of
the contraction of short vowels, while the consonants between the latter
were lost (viz. e.g. Lehtonen 1970 : 136). Among all the Finnic languages,
the situation in Standard Finnish is the closest to that point. In Standard
Finnish, there is a robust opposition of short and long non-initial vowels.
Hereafter, the devoicing of vowels is marked by the symbol [∏ ] under the vowel,
which corresponds to the capital letters traditionally used in FUT for voiceless vowels.
Reduced vowels are marked with the symbol [∑ ] over the vowel, which corresponds
to the upside-down vowel symbols used for marking reduction in FUT.
1
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This contrast is foot structure insensitive and structurally unrestricted, it
can occur in any syllable (see examples in Lehtonen 1970 : 29—30; Leskinen, Lehtonen 1985 : 49; Suomi, Meister, Ylitalo, Meister 2008 : 41). Two
central types of contexts for this contrast analyzed hereafter include:
(1) position after a short syllable (open, containing a short vowel): kana
’hen:NOM’ vs. kanā ’hen:PRT’;
(2) position after a long syllable (all other syllable types): linna ’fortress:NOM’
vs. linnā ’fortress:PRT’.
The phonetic distance between long and short non-initial vowels is very
distinct (far over 2 : 1), and is even greater than the distance between long
Ø
Ø
∑
∑
and short initial vowels (cf. the V
1/V1 and V2/V2 ratios for Standard Finnish,
given in Table 1).
Foot isochrony, i.e. ”interstress intervals [–––] of approximately equal
size” (Lehiste 1977), is observed in Standard Finnish in its embryonic phase.
One of the important effects of foot isochrony in Finnic languages is that
”a given sound is significantly shorter in a longer word than a corresponding
sound in a shorter word” (Lehtonen 1970 : 143), and vice versa. This effect
was generally not confirmed for Standard Finnish (Lehtonen 1970 : 143).
The only robust effect was the realization of a short vowel in a syllable
following the first short syllable as phonetically half-long: [kanà] ’hen:NOM’
∑ ratio in disyllables was 1.6 in Lehtonen’s experiment, see Table 1).
^ /V
(the V
2
1
^ in this shortest disyllabic foot structure (with the short
The duration of V
2
first syllable) is thus phonetically prolonged to the maximum. This brings
the overall foot duration closer to the duration of other foot types, which
contain more segments. Absolute duration of this half-long vowel decreases
in an inverse relation with increasing the number of syllables in a word (Lehtonen 1970 : 141—144). However, half-long vowel is not observed in all
speakers of Standard Finnish: it depends on their dialectal background. Wiik
and Lehiste, who have studied the matter, conclude on this isogloss (1968 :
573—574): ”In the type of Finnish that does not use a half-long vowel, quantity appears to function primarily on a segmental level. In dialects with the
half-long vowel, quantity seems to have an additional higher-level function.
In addition to manifesting the phonemic quantity of each vocalic segment,
the duration of the vowels also contributes toward establishing the suprasegmental patterns characteristic of words.”
There are solid grounds to reconstruct the phonetic tendency to foot
isochrony (and the half-long vowel as one of its manifestations) already for
Proto-Finnic. Foot isochrony was later disrupted in the process of vowel
contraction, when phonemic long non-initial vowels emerged. However, this
tendency was later restored in many Finnic varieties. In Standard Finnish,
however, it was not restored: on the contrary, even the half-long vowel
disappeared from some of its varieties (Lehtonen 1970 : 136—138; Prince
1980 : 545—546; Wiik 1991; Eek, Meister 2004 : 342—351). The area in which
half-long vowels disappeared (see maps in Wiik 1975) highly overlaps with
the area of Swedish historical settlements in Finland, and this might not be
a coincidence.
In any case, we can consider the reduction stage observed in Standard
Finnish as the most conservative in a sense that it is the closest to that
particular proto-stage with disrupted foot isochrony and the robust contrast
of non-initial short and long vowels. All the subsequent phases of the foot
1*
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isochrony restoration and the vowel reduction will be traced in the article
starting from this point. Standard Finnish length contrast of the non-initial
vowels is schematized as follows (open disyllabic feet with initial short,
see (1)—(2), and long, see (3)—(4), syllables are taken as examples):
(1) [ka·nà ~ ka·na] — (2) [ka·nā] (’hen’ in SG:NOM vs. SG:PRT);
(3) [li·nna] — (4) [li·nnā] (’fortress’ in SG:NOM vs. SG:PRT; in the varieties of
Ingria means ’city’).
All the varieties analyzed below manifest further developments of this
contrast. They will be considered according to their degree of innovation,
in an order from the least to the most advanced. Varieties presented at a
given stage include all the innovations from the previous stages.
3. Restoration of the foot integrity in more innovative varieties
Compared to Standard Finnish, all Finnic varieties of Ingria indicate more
developed foot structure and stronger tendency towards foot isochrony (see
e.g. Кузнецова 2009a : 34; Kuznetsova 2013; Markus 2010 : 48, 50 on Soikkola
Ingrian). While Standard Finnish, in a sense, remained in that stage where
foot integrity was disrupted by the emergence of long non-initial vowels,
these latter varieties have overcome this disruption and have developed in
the direction of restoring the foot integrity.
To demonstrate this, Table 1 summarizes the available experimental data
on the average ratios of long or lengthened vs. short initial and non-initial
vowels across disyllabic structures2 in the following Finnic varieties:
(1) Standard Finnish spoken by the speakers with various dialectal backgrounds;
(2) The South-Eastern Finnish dialects of South Karelia (the Karelian Isthmus
and the southern coastal area of the Ladoga lake) and Ingria (Koprina,
Skuoritsa and Tyrö parishes);
(3) Soikkola Ingrian;
(4) The Luutsa variety of Western Votic (more precisely, the Luu(di)tsaLiivčülä variety);
(5) Standard Estonian.
The varieties are organized from least to most innovative in terms of
vowel reduction and the degree of development of the foot. Four types of
ratios are represented:
∑ : second lengthened to first short vowel in disyllabic feet with a
^ /V
(a) V
2
1
VCV nucleus;3
Ø
nd syllable vowel after a long syllable (contain^
(b) V
2/V2: phonemically long 2
ing long vowel or diphthong and/or closed) to the lengthened second vowel
in a VCV foot nucleus;
Ø
nd syllable in other than
∑
(c) V
2/ V2: non-initial long to short vowels of the 2
VCV foot nuclei;
Ø
∑
(d) V
1/ V1: long to short vowels of the initial syllables in all foot nucleus
types (first short vowel in the VCV nucleus included).
The durations of the long and short vowels in trisyllables are highly comparable with
the data on disyllables. Not all the experiments cited in Table 1 provide data on trisyllables, therefore for the reasons of consistency we took only the disyllabic structures.
3 The sequence from the first throughout the second vowel in a 2—3-syllabic foot
is called ’foot nucleus’ hereafter.
2
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The ratios are cited or calculated from various sources. The phrasal position of the words and the number of disyllabic structures, the presence or
absence of a phrasal accent, as well as the size of samples, the number of
speakers and the diversity of their geographic origin widely vary across
experiments4 (and are not provided in the table). The ratios, averaged across
structures, phrasal positions, local subvarieties and the speakers of the respective experiments, vary much less and manifest several robust trends, listed
below.
(1) Even in the Standard Finnish varieties with no half-long vowel, the
second short vowel is slightly longer than the first one in a VCV nucleus
∑ ratio in a disyllabic foot was 1.1 in Wiik and
^ /V
(e.g. kana; the average V
2
1
Lehiste’s experiment). In those Standard Finnish varieties that have half∑ ratio was 1.4—1.6. In more innovative Finnic vari^ /V
long vowel, the V
2
1
eties, placed in the table to the right of Standard Finnish, this ratio is also
around 1,6.
(2) On the other hand, the ratios between phonologically long and short
vowels (both initial and non-initial, e.g. linna : linnā, karta ’tin:NOM’ : kārto
’rainbow:NOM’5) in longer structural foot types dramatically shrink in other
varieties, as compared to Standard Finnish. While in Standard Finnish these
Ø
Ø
∑
∑
ratios (V
1/ V1, V2/ V2) are greater than 2 : 1, in all other varieties given in
the table they are substantially smaller, especially for the non-initial vowels
Ø
Ø
Ø
∑
∑
∑
(both V
1/ V1, and V2/ V2 ratios were mostly under 2 : 1, and V2/ V2 ratios
6
in all the experiments were under 1.7 : 1).
Therefore, we can observe the following dynamic tendency. The shortest
foot nucleus structure (C)VCV(C) phonetically extends the duration of a
second etymologically short vowel. At the same time, longer foot nuclei
shorten etymologically long vowels both in initial and non-initial syllables,
bringing their duration closer to the duration of short vowels. These two
processes lead to the strengthening of an overall foot isochrony.
Ø
^ in VCV foot nucleus (kaǹ) and shorter V
(3) Longer V
2
2 in other foot types
(linnā etc.) result in a drastic change of their mutual ratio in all the varieties placed to the right of Standard Finnish, compared to the latter. In
Standard Finnish, a half-long vowel in a VCV foot nucleus (kaǹ) can indeed
be called half-long. It is longer by its absolute duration than other short
vowels (linna), but shorter than phonologically long non-initial vowels
4 I did not however include data on slow and fast speech tempos from Eek, Meister 2003 and 2004 (only on the moderate tempo), as well as the data on contrastively
accented words from Suomi, Meister, Ylitalo, Meister 2013 (only on unaccented and
accented words).
5 The last two examples are taken from InS.
6 The exception is the ratio of the Estonian first syllable long vowels in the third degree
of quantity (Q3) to the initial short vowels. Estonian has a very innovative prosody
compared to the Finnic languages of Ingria: it has developed a new suprasegmental
foot-level opposition of three degrees of quantity (see e.g. Tauli 1953—1954; Lehiste
1960, and the subsequent extensive research). During this process, a phonological split
in ratios has happened in the feet with the first long syllable, so a 2.4 : 1 ratio in Q3
is partly a secondary newly-acquired feature. Table 1 shows that the ratio in Q2 stays
close to the Ingria-type ratios, while the ratio in Q3 resembles the Standard Finnish
type. Proximity of Estonian Q3 ratios to the Finnish phonetic distance between long
and short vowels has been mentioned in Eek, Meister 2004 : 349 and Meister, Meister
2013 : 241; in psycholinguistic experiment from Suomi, Meister, Ylitalo, Meister 2013 :
12 Finnish speakers confused words in their language rather with Estonian Q3 than
with Q2.
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Ø
∑ (linna ) < V
^ (kan ) < V
(linnā ): V
2
2
2 (linnā ) (the average durations of these
types of vowels in disyllables, counted across the experiments on Standard
Finnish given in Table 1, were 59 ms, 107 ms and 130 ms, respectively).
Ø
^ and V
In more innovative varieties, the order of V
2
2 reverses. It is now
^
the V2 in VCV foot nucleus that becomes the longest non-initial vocalic type
Ø
∑ (linna ) < V
^
by its absolute duration: *V
2
2 (linnā ) < V2 (kan ) (the average
durations of these vowels, counted across the experiments on all the vari-

Table 1
Average ratios of long or lengthened (half-long) to short initial
and non-initial vowels in several Finnic varieties
Types
of
ratios

(a)
∑
^ /V
V
2
1

Fi
L
S
W&L
1970 et al.
1968
2013

1.6

FiSK
FiI
InS
VoL
Es
L L&L L&L K&F L
K
M K&F R E&M S
1978 1973 1985 2011 1978 2009 2011 2013 2015 2003 et al.
2013

1.6 1.41 1.12

1.6

1.6

1.5

–6

1.5

1.5

1.8

–

1.6

1.6

1.4
0.7

(b)
Ø
^
V
2, / V2 1.3

–

1.41 1.82

0.8

0.9

0.9

–

6

0.8

0.7

0.8

–

0.8

0.7

(c)
Ø
∑
V
2/ V 2

2.8

–

2.3

1.7

1.7

1.7

1.5

1.5

1.6

1.3

1.3

1.6

1.43 1.23

(d)
Ø
∑
V
1/ V 1

2.1

2.1

2.3

1.6

1.7

1.6

1.3

1.8

1.6

1.9

1.5

2

1.94 24
(Q2) (Q2)
2,45 2,45
(Q3) (Q3)

Ø
∑ — 2nd to 1st vowel ratio in a (C)VCV(C) foot; (b) V
^ 2/ V
^
Abbreviations: (a) V
1
2, / V 2 —
nd
non-initial long vowels in feet with the first long syllable to the 2 vowel in a (C)VCV(C)
Ø
∑
foot; (c) V
2/ V2— non-initial long to short vowels in the feet with the first long
Ø
∑
syllable; (d) V
1/ V1— long to short vowels of the first syllable in all disyllabic foot
types.
Notes: 1 in varieties with a half-long vowel; 2 in varieties with no half-long vowel; 3
the ratio between the lengthened second vowel in Q2 words and the short second
Ø
Ø
5 V
6 see however Leskivowel in Q3 words; 4 V
1 from Q2 words;
1 from Q3 words;
nen, Lehtonen (1985 : 69), who note the existence of a half-long second vowel in the
VCV foot nucleus also in Ingrian Finnish (which corresponds to my own auditory
experience on these dialects), and claim that this type of lengthening in general is
likely to originate from the South-Eastern corner of the Finnish language area.
Sources: L 1970 — Lehtonen 1970 : 127—129 (Standard Finnish of Jyväskylä); S et al.
2013 — Suomi, Meister, Ylitalo, Meister 2013 : 5 (Standard Finnish of Oulu, Standard Estonian of Tallinn); W&L 1965 — Wiik, Lehiste 1968 : 571 (Standard Finnish
against various dialectal backgrounds); K&F 2011 — yet unpublished experiment
conducted by Maxim Fedotov and myself in 2011—2012 on Finnish of Central and
Western Ingria (see some results in Kuznetsova 2013); L&L 1973 — Leskinen, Lehtonen 1973 : 320—324; L 1978 — Leskinen 1978 : 123—124, 127—128; L&L 1985 —
Leskinen, Lehtonen 1985 : 53—55, 65, 68 (all three are on Finnish of South Karelia);
L 1978 — Leskinen 1978 : 126, 129 (Soikkola Ingrian of Saarove); K 2009 — Кузнецова 2009a : 31, 35; M 2011 — Markus 2011 : 107—109, 114 (both are on Soikkola
Ingrian of different villages); K&F 2013 — yet unpublished experiment conducted
by Maxim Fedotov and myself in 2013 on Luutsa and Jõgõperä Votic (see some
results in Kuznetsova, Fedotov 2013); R 2015 — Rozhanskiy 2015 : 105—116 (Luutsa
Votic; see also Rozhanskiy 2013); E&M 2003 — Eek, Meister 2003 : 905; 2004 : 267,
269—270 (Standard Estonian).
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eties placed to the right of Standard Finnish in Table 1, were 77 ms, 114
^
ms, and 139 ms, respectively). Therefore, it is no more correct to call V
2
Ø
’half-long’ (or ’lengthened’) and V2 ’long’ for all these languages. Researchers
studying the respective varieties have already expressed this concern, and
those who aim at building synchronic structural descriptions prefer other
phonetic and phonological labels (Leskinen, Lehtonen 1973 : 320; 1985 : 58,
66; Leskinen 1978 : 130; Кузнецова 2009b : 118; Markus 2011 : 109; Rozhanskiy
2015).
(4) In Finnish (both standard and dialectal), the ratios between long and
short non-initial vowels (linna : linnā) are equal or greater than the ratios
Ø
Ø
∑
∑
between initial long and short vowels (karta : kārto): V
2/ V2 > V1/ V1. In
more prosodically innovative languages (Ingrian, Votic, Estonian), the ratios
between long and short non-initial vowels become smaller than between
Ø
Ø
∑
∑
the initial vowels: V
2/ V2 < V1/ V1. In Estonian, the most innovative of all
the varieties in this respect, the difference between those ratios is especially big.7
This change in ratios provides an explicit example of how exactly the
vowel reduction works in Finnic varieties. The phonetic distance between
long and short vowels in the non-initial syllables has shrunk much faster
than in the initial syllables. This process contributes to making the initial
syllables much more prosodically prominent than the non-initial ones; it
thus strengthens the metrical pattern typical for stress languages. It also
creates premises for the ultimate disappearance of the length contrast in
the non-initial syllables, where short vowels either merge with long ones
in some positions or completely disappear in other positions (these two
processes are considered in detail in sections 8—10).
Based on the data in Table 1, the schematic representation of the general
change in ratios between long, lengthened (half-long), and short initial and
non-initial vowels is given in Figure 1 and Table 2. Standard Finnish is
taken as the first, more conservative stage. The situation in more innovative varieties, Finnish of South Karelia and Ingria, Soikkola Ingrian, Luutsa
Votic and Standard Estonian, represents the second stage. In Figure 1, the
relative phonetic distance between particular vowel types is symbolically
depicted as their relative proximity to each other on the vertical scale.
Between each pair of vocalic types, their average ratio is given (averaged
across all the data from Table 1 on respective varieties).
∑ ratio in Standard Finnish is much smaller
^ 2/ V
For example, as the V
1
Ø
Ø
∑
∑
∑
^ and V
than both V2/V2 and V1/V1 ratios, the vertical distance between V
2
1
Ø
Ø
∑
∑
is much shorter than between V2 and V2, and between V1 and V1. On the
central picture of Figure 1, the dynamic process of change in phonetic
Ø
Ø
∑ and V
∑
distances is depicted. The V1/V
1
2/ V2 ratios are getting much smaller
∑ ratio is getting slightly
^ /V
(the arrows are pointing inwards), while the V
2
1
bigger (the arrows are pointing outwards). As a result, in more innovative
varieties at Stage 2, all the three types of ratios get very close to each other.

∑ is the ratio between the lengthened second vowel in Q2 words
For Estonian, V2/V
2
Ø
∑
and the short second vowel in Q3 words. This ratio is much smaller than the V1/V
1
ratios both in Q2 and in Q3 words (see Table 1).
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Table 2
Change in ratios between long, half-long and short initial and non-initial
vowels across Finnic varieties of Ingria, as compared to Standard Finnish

Stage 1

Stage 2

(Fi)

(FiSK, FiI, InS, VoL, Es)

Ø

^ 2 < 1 : 1
V 2/ V
Ø
∑ < 2 : 1
V 2/ V
2
Ø
∑
V 1/ V 1 ≤ 2 : 1

Phonetic distance (ratio)

,    

^ 2 > 1 : 1
V 2/ V
Ø
∑ > 2 : 1
V 2/ V
2
Ø
∑
V 1/ V 1 > 2 : 1
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the evolution of ratios between long, halflong and short vowels.
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4. Positional restriction of the non-initial length contrast in more innovative varieties
In the non-initial syllables, in addition to the drastic shrinking of ratios
between long and short vowels, a morphonological restructurization of the
vocalic length contrast has occurred in all the varieties placed in Table 1
to the right of Standard Finnish. This led to the restriction of positions
possible for this contrast. The restructurization happened in two ways, but
they both led to the same result for vocalic systems: the disappearance of
the vocalic length contrast in the second syllable of the VCV foot nucleus.
The first, more archaic, path is observed in all the varieties of Ingria
(apart for some Eastern Votic subdialects), as well as in a big part of Finnish
dialects (basically the same that have the half-long second vowel in VCV
foot nucleus, cf. Wiik 1975 : 420), also in South Estonian and Livonian
(Palander 1987 : 10). The process is usually referred to as ’general secondary gemination’ (yleisgeminaatio, in Finnish). The general rule is that during
this process geminate consonants have emerged out of intervocalic singletons before the syllables that contained long vowels and diphthongs, e.g.
*kanā ’hen:PRT’ > [kannà] (FiI, InLL, partly VoL) / [kannà] (InS). As a result,
the phonological contrast of long and short vowels in the second syllable
of a VCV nucleus, as in Standard Finnish kana ’hen:NOM’ vs. kanā ’hen:PRT’,
ceased to exist in these varieties.
8
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The second, more innovative, path of loss of this contrast is observed
in some of those varieties where the general secondary gemination did not
take place. Such gemination does not exist at all in Estonian and in Kattila
Votic, and is irregularly present in those Votic varieties that have contacted
with the Ingrian language (Viitso 1964). In Estonian and partly in Luutsa
Votic (in the cases of absence of general secondary gemination, viz. Rozhanskiy 2015), original long second vowels in VCV foot nucleus merged with
etymologically short (phonetically half-long) vowels. Therefore, in place of
the Standard Finnish contrast kana vs. kanā (’hen’ in NOM vs. PRT) only one
variant is possible, be it phonetically [ka·nà] or [ka·nā].
Positional restriction of the non-initial length contrast, compared to the
stage represented in Standard Finnish, is schematized as following (innovations from the previous stage are marked in bold):
º ] ’hen:NOM’;
(1) [ka·nà] > [ka·n^a ~ kana
(2) [ka·nā] > (a) [ka·∑nn^a, ka·nn^a] (FiSK, FiI, InS, InLL, some Votic variº ] ’hen:PRT’ (Es, some Votic varieties);
eties), or (b) [ka·n^a ~ ka·na
(3) [li·nna] = [li·nna] ’city:NOM’;
(4) [li·nnā] = [li·nnā] ’city:PRT’.

5. Beginning of the qualitative vowel reduction and elision: Ingrian Finnish,
Soikkola Ingrian
Among living Finnic varieties of Ingria, Ingrian Finnish and Soikkola Ingrian
manifest the first stages of vowel reduction, as compared to Standard
Finnish.8 They differ from the Standard Finnish stage only by the features
discussed in sections 3 and 4. Other features characteristic of more advanced
stages of reduction exist here at the initial level.
First, short non-initial vowels a, ä and sometimes e tend to undergo qualitative reduction to schwa,9 especially in the fast speech (for Soikkola Ingrian,
viz. Кузнецова 2009a : 33—34, 43; Markus 2011 : 117). In these varieties, such
reduction can be still considered a phonetic phenomenon, as schwas are generally restored to the corresponding full vowels in well-articulated speech.
However, there are already cases when, from the etymological point of view,
a schwa is sometimes restored to full vowel incorrectly, e.g. [a·jjət] to ajjet,
not to ajjat ’fence:PL:NOM’ (Кузнецова 2009a : 33—34). In the transitional
Soikkola to Lower Luga variety of Koskisenkülä, speakers sometimes pertain
schwa instead of a full vowel even in well-articulated speech, cf. the syllabification of a word pikkarain ’small’ by a speaker as [pi·k-k˝·-ra·in] (Кузнецова
2012 : 101). Such varieties manifest the first stage of the formation of phonemic
schwa.
Second, certain short non-initial vowels (especially a, ä, more rarely e,
i, u, ü) undergo elision in certain contexts. For the varieties at this stage,
the conditions are mostly grammatical. Regular vowel loss have occurred
In this paper, I do not consider those Ingrian Finnish and Eastern Votic varieties
where non-initial long vowels were innovatively diphthongized (Ariste 1968 : 2—
3; Муслимов 2009 : 191—194). Only reduction processes are analyzed.
9 The term schwa is used here for neutral central mid vowel [ə] (as in Iivonen, Sovijärvi, Aulanko 1990 : 36); see e.g. its formant structure in Votic in Rozhanskiy 2015 :
120, Table 23. In the languages discussed in this paper, schwa is not always an
overshort vowel; especially reduced schwas will be separately marked as [∑ ˝ ].
8
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in certain morphemes: some case suffixes (e.g. *-ssa/ssä > -s IN, *-lla/-llä
> -l AD, *-ksi > -ks TRL), verbal declension suffixes (e.g. *-nut/-nüt > -nt
PC:ACT:PST), as well as some derivational suffixes, e.g. in the adjectival suffix
(*-nen >) *-ne > -n: *naine > [nan] ’woman:NOM’. In some cases, this grammatically conditioned process is still ongoing, as in plural partitive forms
with the -oi- diphthong before a partitive suffix in the Southern Soikkola
varieties: *astioja > [a·štioja ~ a·štio] ’dish:PL:PRT’.
Only extremely rarely a phonetically conditioned phrasal elision occurs,
when any vowel type can elide in the unstressed final position of any word
in a sandhi with the following word, e.g. [past] for paisti ’be_seen:PST:3SG’
in ettäält p a i s t ja ’[It] could be seen from far away and [–––]’ (Laanest 1984 : 72; viz. also for other examples). I observed such elision also
in the phrase-final position, e.g. [ve] for vettä ’water:PRT’ in uhlulois on
palÍju v e  ’In the buckets, there is a lot of water’.
Vowel elision in the South-Eastern Finnish dialects (that include Ingrian
Finnish) and in Soikkola Ingrian are considered in detail with numerous
examples in Leskinen 1973 and Laanest 1980 and 1984. Obviously, grammatically conditioned vowel elision emerged earlier than purely phonetically conditioned elision (Laanest 1980 : 73—74), and it happened first of
all in the most frequently used morphemes (Leskinen 1973 : 218). This is
in line with the cross-linguistic studies showing that high-frequency grammatical elements tend to undergo sound change earlier and faster than
low-frequency elements (Bybee 2001 : 11—12).
The innovations in Ingrian Finnish and Soikkola Ingrian, as compared
to the Standard Finnish stage, are schematically represented below (innovations are in bold):
º ] ’hen:NOM’;
(1) [ka·nà] > [ka·n^a ~ ka·na
(2) [ka·nā] > [ka·∑nn^a SI, ka·nn^a IF] ’hen:PRT’;
(3) [li·nna] > [li·nna ~ li·nn˝] ’city:NOM’, but vowel loss under certain grammatical conditions (examples from InS): (1) regular loss: *naine > [nanØ]10
’woman:NOM’ or (2) irregular loss: *astioja > [a·štioja ~ a·štioØ] ’dishes:PL:PRT’;
(4) [li·nnā] > [li·nn^a] ’city:PRT’.

6. Regular phonetically conditioned vowel elision: Northern Lower Luga
Ingrian
The Lower Luga dialect differs the most from the other three Ingrian
dialects, Soikkola, Hevaha† and Oredež†. It has undergone heavy contact
influence from the neighboring related languages of the Lower Luga area:
Votic, Ingrian Finnish and, to some extent, Estonian (Лаанест 1966 : 146,
150—151; Муслимов 2005 : 5, 13). The reduction of non-initial vowels in
Lower Luga Ingrian is the most salient of all the Ingrian dialects. Within
this dialect, the degree of vowel reduction grows from the north to the
south of the area (Кузнецова 2012). The Lower Luga subdialects range
from the least to the most susceptible to reduction in the following way:
Northern > Central (comprising Eastern and Western) > Southern. For example, compare the variants of the word ’neighbor’ in all these varieties (the
names of the villages where a variant was registered in Ingrian speech are
10

10
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given in parentheses; the most frequent variants for each group are in bold;
for more examples see Кузнецова 2012 : 510—521):
º ·puri] (Pärspää, Laukaansuu, Takaväljä) ~ [nā·pəéri] (Taka(a) Northern: [na
väljä);
º ·puri] (Luutsa, Joenperä, Rüsümäki, Kukkusi) ~ [nā·păéri]
(b) Eastern: [na
º ·p˝ér Ø] (Joenperä; Kukkusi);
(Joenperä) ~ [na
º ·p∑uér ªßı] (Narvusi) ~ [n a
º ·p˝ér ßı] (Sutela) ~ [nā·pəér∏ıß ] (Ropsu) ~
(c) Western: [na
[nā·pŭérØ] (Narvusi) ~ [nā·pəérØ] (Ropsu);
º ·p˝ér ßı] (Haavikko, Sutela) ~ [na
º ·p˝ér∏ıß ]
(d) Southern: [nā·puérªı] (Haavikko) ~ [na
º ·p˝ér Ø] (Vanakülä, Kotko, DalÍn(Vanakülä, Kotko) ~ [nā·pŭér] (Teensuu) ~ [na
jaja PolÍana) ~ [nā·pəérØ] (Vanakülä, Teensuu).

The level of reduction in Northern Lower Luga Ingrian is not much
higher than in Ingrian Finnish or Soikkola Ingrian. All qualitative reduction of a, ä, e to schwa can be also considered phonetic here.
However, phrasal vowel elision in speech is not grammatically conditioned in this variety any longer. It is a very widespread and regular
phenomenon conditioned only by phonetic rules. Elision happens both
word-finally (apocope) and word-internally (syncope). Here are some examples from a speaker born in Pärspää:
(1) apocope:
(a) [miä hänt näen] ’I see him’, [siä näi·t hä·ndä] ’Have you seen him?’ (=
häntä ’he:PRT’);
º
(b) [p ühÍ
mā] ’Sweep the floor’ (= püühi ’sweep:IMP:2SG’);
(c) (while discussing the words for ’beautiful’ in their language) [Mu·k^av˝,
vl mu·k^av ono, mu·k^av men vªı·si o·n^o. Lu·stÍi i mu·k^ava, mu·k^ava]
(’Mukava, also there is mukava, our way is mukava. Lusti and mukava,
mukava’) (= mukava ’beautiful, nice’);
(d) (while discussing the words for ’small’ in their language) [I pn, i
pi·kkara˚ine. Pi·kkara˚in laps] ’Both pēn and pikkaraine. Little child’(= pikkaraine ’small, little’);
(2) syncope: [Pǟ·sännä i·hmset kä·vvät ki·r^ıkko] ’On Easter, people go to
church’ (= ihmiset ’human:PL:NOM’).
Here, one can already speak about the structural positions of reduction, not about certain morphemes, as at the previous stage (cf. a detailed
chart of these positions in Kuznetsova 2011 : 189; Кузнецова 2012 : 59—
60; also cf. examples in Section 1). Note that in Lower Luga Ingrian, reduction in frequently used grammatical morphemes is sometimes observed at
more advanced stages than elsewhere (Кузнецова 2012 : 30—32). The likely
reason is, as said in the previous section, that it has started there earlier.
The advance of vowel reduction in Northern Lower Luga Ingrian, as
compared to the previous stage of Ingrian Finnish and Soikkola Ingrian,
is schematically summed up below (innovations are in bold):
(1) [ka·nà ~ kanā] = [kanà ~ kanā] ’hen:NOM’;
(2) [ka·nnà] = [ka·nnà] ’hen:PRT’;
(3) [li·nna ~ li·nnə] ’city:NOM’, but grammatically conditioned elision in
certain cases [na·ne ~ nan] ’woman:NOM’ > only structurally conditioned
and unified rules of elision [li·nna ~ li·nn˝ ~ liØ, na·ne ~ nanØ];
(4) [li·nnà] = [li·nnà] ’city:PRT’.
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7. Development of the schwa phoneme and sporadic vowel devoicing:
Central Lower Luga Ingrian, Luutsa Votic
Central Lower Luga Ingrian represents the next stage of reduction. The
same stage is manifest in the only still living variety of the Votic language,
Luu(di)tsa Votic. These varieties are not far from the previous stage. The
only important difference is that, in certain contexts, short non-initial a, ä
and in some cases e have completely reduced into the phonemic schwa:
*linna > [li·nn˝] ’city:NOM’, *päivä > [pä·Év˝] ’day:NOM’, *tütölle > [tütölÍlÍ˝]
’girl:ALL’ (see Viitso 1961; Кузнецова 2012; Rozhanskiy 2013; 2015). Measurements on Luutsa Votic show that the mean duration of schwa is shorter
than of other reduced non-initial vowels in the same positions (Rozhanskiy 2015). Moreover, the speakers of Central Lower Luga Ingrian and
Luutsa Votic are generally not aware of the presence of schwa in a word,
though they often pronounce it, especially in the closed syllables, e.g.
*lammaz > [łamm˝z] ’sheep:NOM’. The cases of speakers’ non-perception of
schwa for Kukkusi Votic (which was at the same stage of vowel reduction
as Luutsa Votic) are given in Posti 1980 : XXI; for Lower Luga Ingrian, in
Кузнецова 2009b : 164 and Kuznetsova 2012. For example, Posti’s informants were writing words in their respective native varieties as пайкз
[pa·kk˝z] < *paikkasi ’repair:PST:3SG’, мютль [mǖ·t˝lÍ] < *mǖte ’along’, my
informants as турвз or турваз [tu·rv z] < *turvas ’dung:NOM’, лехм [le·hÍÓm∑˝]
< *lehmä ’cow:NOM’, ахвн [a·hÉv∑en∑e ~ a·hÉv∑en∑˝ ~ a·hÉv∑˝n∑˝] < *ahvene
’perch:NOM’.
In Central Lower Luga Ingrian and Luutsa Votic, occasional phonetic
devoicing of reduced vowels in certain positions is also attested; however,
it is still very sporadic (Viitso 1961 : 149, 151; 2008 : 201; Кузнецова 2012
: 84, 510—521). For example, [na·zikk∏o] (VoL) ’woman:NOM’ (Viitso 1961 :
146), [nā·pəérπi ~ nā·pəér] ’neighbor:NOM’ (InCLL).
In addition, a considerable shortening of original long non-initial vowels
is observed in both varieties. These vowels are often realized as short, i.e.
there is a regular synchronic variation like [linn^a~ linna] ’city:PRT/ILL’ in
speech. The length contrast in the non-initial syllables is thus being blurred
(viz. Viitso 1961; 1981; Кузнецова 2012 : 41—48; Kuznetsova, Fedotov 2013;
Rozhanskiy 2015).
This reductional stage is compared to the previous one in the following scheme (innovations are in bold):
(1) [ka·nà ~ kanā] = [kanà ~ kanā] ’hen:NOM’;
(2) [ka·nnà] > [ka·nnà ~ ka·nna] ’hen:PRT’ (in Luutsa Votic, it can also be
º ]);
*kanā > [kan^a ~ kana
(3) [li·nna ~ li·nn∑˝ ~ liØ] > [li·nn∑˝ ~ liØ] ’city:NOM’;
(4) [linnà] > [li·nnà ~ li·nna] ’city:PRT’.
8. Well-formed phonological subsystem of reduced voiceless vowels:
Southern Lower Luga Ingrian
The southern subdialect of Lower Luga Ingrian is the most innovative of
all the Finnic varieties currently situated in Ingria in respect of vowel reduction (on Siberian Ingrian/Finnish, which is not geographically placed in
12
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Ingria, see section 9). It is immediately adjacent to the area of the even more
innovative Estonian language. The devoicing and elision of the non-initial
reduced vowels and some diphthongs in rapid speech are extremely frequent
here, e.g. [tahtovăd ~ taht∑∏ ovəd ~ tahtØvəd] < *tahtoivad ’want:PST:3PL’ (see
also examples in Section 1 and in Кузнецова 2012 : 516—521).
The original long non-initial vowels have completely shortened here,
so the only lengthened non-initial vocalic type is the second half-long vowel
in a foot with VCV nucleus. This half-long vowel is considered an allophone of a short non-initial vowel, as it does not form a phonological
contrast with the latter.
In the non-initial syllables, the subsystem of reduced voiceless vowels
is thus phonologically contrasted to the short modal vowels, e.g. /ßı/ in
[tūlßıπ ] ’wind:NOM’ (< *tūli) vs. /i/ in [tul^ı ] ’fire:NOM’ (< *tuli) and [sūtÍi]
’judge:PRS:3SG’ (< *sūtī). This subsystem has preserved all the original qualitative contrasts of the system it had emerged from, with the exception of
the height contrast for middle vowels: [*ü, *ö, *u, *o, *i, *e, *a, *ä] > [∏∑ü,
∏∑ö, ∑∏u, ∑∏o, ßπı, ∑∏e, ∑∏˝ (<*a, *ä, partly *e)]. More data on Southern Lower Luga
Ingrian reduced voiceless vowels can be found in Mägiste 1925; Ariste 1965;
Кузнецова 2012 and Kuznetsova 2015.
However, a tendency towards the merger of etymological high and nonhigh vowels is already observed here: ŭ with ŏ;  with ; ĕ both with ə (<
ä) and . For example, speakers transcribe [akk∑∏o] ’hole:NOM’ as aukko or
aukku (cf. Кузнецова 2012 : 23; Kuznetsova 2012). Also, Mägiste mentions
in his early research the ”darkening” of the voiceless o, e, ö: ”Sometimes it
is hard to distinguish these darkened sounds from the close u, i, ü” (1925 :
80).
As argued in Kuznetsova 2015, reduced voiceless vowels are to be treated
as phonologically reduced rather than voiceless, i.e. /∑ü, ∑ö, ∑u, ∑o, ßı, ∑e, ə/.
The reduced schwa phoneme also occurs in the positions where it cannot
elide due to phonotactic and speech production restrictions, e.g. [łamm∑˝z]
’sheep:NOM’. In such cases, schwa is pronounced as a reduced but not a
voiceless vowel.
Additionally, as an experiment in the present paper suggests (see
Figure 2), the devoiced allophones are only the third frequent type of realization, after modal vowels and complete vowel loss. Therefore, the reduced
character of vowels should be considered the primary phonetic feature
which sometimes triggers devoicing in some, but not all, contexts. In this
sense, the case of Ingrian reduced voiceless vowels does not stand out of
other cross-linguistically known similar cases. It seems that voicelessness
is in no language a primary underlying feature that would be completely
independent of other vocalic features and/or of immediate phonetic context
(Kuznetsova 2015).
The schematic representation of this stage of reduction, as compared
to the previous one, is given below (innovations are in bold):
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

[ka·nà ~ kanā] = [kanà ~ kanā] ’hen:NOM’;
[kannà ~ kanna] > [kanna] ’hen:PRT’;
[linnə ~ liØ] > [linn∑∏ ˝ ~ liØ] ’city:NOM’;
[linnà ~ linna] > [linna] ’city:PRT’.
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9. The consonantal features of palatalization and labialization: Siberian
Ingrian/Finnish
Siberian Ingrian/Finnish is a mixed variety of Southern Lower Luga Ingrian
and the Ingrian Finnish variety of the Lower Luga area. Since the works
by Zlobina (Злобина 1971; Zlobina 1972) and Nirvi (1972), this ethnic group
has been known by the name korlaki. However, a sociolinguistic research
conducted by Sidorkevič has found that this nomination is thought pejorative by the speakers and is rather to be avoided (Сидоркевич 2012).
This dialect also originates from Ingria. It is spoken by an ethnic group
whose ancestors were expelled to the Omsk region of Western Siberia in
1803—1804 after an upspring against Baron von Ungern-Sternberg. They
settled down in the village of Ryžkovo and the surrounding ones. The
speakers originated from the Rosona river basin, where Southern Lower
Luga Ingrian has been traditionally spoken along with the local Ingrian
Finnish dialects. The Siberian variety has existed in complete isolation from
its ’mother’ languages for more than two centuries. It has however been
in some contact with local Siberian Estonian (Сидоркевич 2012).
Apart from the early works mentioned above, the Siberian variety
remained completely unstudied until very recently. This partly happened
because this group has changed their ethnic identity into Estonian, and
was thus sociologically indistinguishable from Siberian Estonians residing
in the same area (Сидоркевич 2012). Recently, a comprehensive field study
on the Siberian variety has been conducted by Sidorkevič (Сидоркевич
2013b). Among other things, she has also discovered the traces of reduced
voiceless vowels in this dialect (viz. Sidorkevich 2011 : 577; Сидоркевич
2013a).
In Siberian Ingrian/Finnish, reduced vowels have completely lost the
original height contrast. The system now contains two binary oppositions,
in backness and labialization: [∑∏ü, ßπı, ∑∏˝ (< *a, *ä, *e), ∑∏11 (< *u, *o, *ö)]. This
system can be already described through the consonantal features of
palatalization and labialization (C stands for any consonant): [C Í∑∏ü, C Íßπı, C∑∏˝,
C∑∏] = /C Í˚, C Í, C, C˚/.12 Such an interpretation is even preferable for this
variety, at least according to the phonetic realization and the speakers’
introspection (see section 10).
Interpretation of voiceless vowels through the consonantal features leaves
the Siberian variety with an ample transitory system of consonants. The majority of consonants come to have four variants: plain, palatalized, labialized
ª /
ª (< *kättä ’hand:PRT’) vs. /huntÍ
and labialized palatalized. For example, /kät/
ª
ª
(< *huntti ’wolf:NOM’) vs. /tüt˚/ (< *tüttö ’girl:NOM) vs /püt Í˚/ (< *püttü)
’barrel:NOM’. Many of these consonants are marginal and have a vague
phonological status. Their positions of occurrence are extremely restricted,
and palatalization and especially labialization are not coherent in realization for the majority of the consonantal groups.
The development of reduction in this variety, as compared to the previous stage, is summed up in the scheme below (a word pütt∑ü ’barrel:NOM’
containing a front labial final vowel was added for more representativeness; innovations are in bold):
11
12
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(1) [ka·nà ~ ka·nā] = [ka·nà ~ ka·nā] ’hen:NOM’;
(2) [ka·nna] = [ka·nna] ’hen:PRT’;
(3) [li·nn∑∏˝ ~ liØ], [pü·tÍtÍ∏∑ü ~ püªtÍ˚Ø] > [liπ˝ ~ li·Ø] ’city:NOM’, [pütÍtÍ ∏ü ~ püªtÍ˚Ø
~ püªtÍØ] ’barrel:NOM’;
(4) [li·nna] = [li·nna] ’city:PRT’.
In the following section, some comparative data from the pilot phonetic
experiment on the production of reduced voiceless vowels in Southern
Lower Luga Ingrian and Siberian Ingrian/Finnish are given. In addition,
a comparative experiment shedding light on how speakers of these two
varieties themselves categorize the vowels in question is described.
10. Experimental study on the production and categorization of reduced
vowels in Southern Lower Luga Ingrian and Siberian Ingrian Finnish

10.1. The phonetic experiment
In 2013—2014, I conducted a pilot phonetic study on reduced voiceless vowels
in one idiolect of Southern Lower Luga Ingrian and one idiolect of Siberian
Ingrian/Finnish. Lower Luga Ingrian speaker AMŠ (female, born in 1932)
originates from the village of DalÍnaja PolÍana on the right bank of the Luga
river. In summer, she resides in her native village, and in winter, in the mostly
Russian-speaking town of Narva in Estonia. Siberian Ingrian/Finnish speaker
PMŠ (female, born in 1950) comes from the Ryžkovo village, and lives there
in summer, while staying in the Estonian capital of Tallinn for winter. Both
speakers have a good command on spoken and written Russian. During winter
season, they both are exposed to some spoken and written Estonian and can
passively understand it to some extent, but do not speak it actively.
The questionnaire was the same for the two varieties and contained simple
carrier phrases, where 46 target lexemes occurred both in the phrase-initial
and the phrase-final position. Target lexemes were nouns, 41 disyllables and
5 trisyllables, in two forms: the nominative and the illative (in some cases illative/partitive). These forms constituted minimal pairs opposed only by the
length of the final vowel, reduced vs. short, e.g. [łu·stÍπıß ] ’beautiful:NOM’ (< *lusti)
vs. [łu·stÍi] ’beautiful:ILL’ (< *lustª ı ), [pa·p^eré ıßπ ] ’paper:NOM’ (< *paperi) vs. [pa·p^eri]
’paper:ILL’ (< *paperª ı ). The questionnaire contained words ending in vowels
of all types, except for ö and e, after various types of consonants (t, k, l, m,
r, n, v, j, h). In total, it represented a diverse range of combinations of particular vowels and consonants in the final syllable. The whole questionnaire
contained 184 phrases; each was supposed to be pronounced at least twice.
In the production of reduced vowels, I studied the following types of
realizations: (1) modal vowel; (2) voiceless vowel (partially or completely
devoiced); (3) consonantal palatalization or labialization, or both, without
a vowel; (4) complete vowel loss without any traces left. The major results
will be summarized below.
10.2. Mean durations of long and short non-initial vowels in open disyllables
Table 3 presents the data on the mean durations of short (< *long) and
reduced (< *short) vowels in Southern Lower Luga Ingrian (InSLL) and
Siberian Ingrian/Finnish (FiRyž). The mean durations of reduced vowels
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were calculated based on the pronunciations with no vowel loss. Disyllabic
and trisyllabic structures are given separately. However, the data on trisyllables are very scarce; and the means that were calculated on the basis of
less than 5 tokens are given in parentheses. The ratios of etymological long
to short vowels were calculated only for disyllabic structures.
Table 3
Mean durations and the ratios of short (< *long) and reduced (< *short)
non-initial vowels in InSLL and FiRyž

NOM

∑ )
(*V
2
ILL/PRT
Ø

(* V2)
Ø
∑
*V
2 /*V2

2-syllabic
3-syllabic
2-syllabic
3-syllabic
2-syllabic
Across
positions

InSLL
FiRyž
Phrase-initial Phrase-final Phrase-initial Phrase-final
position
position
position
position
n
n
n
n
x
º , ms
x
º , ms
x
º , ms
x
º , ms
66
78
70
89
60
17
84
54
(69)
(3)
(87)
(3)
–
0
(107)
(1)
96
87
120
96
118
77
138
83
85
12
121
11
127
6
140
11
1.5
1.7
2
1.6
1.6
1.8

Ø
∑
The *V
2/* V2 ratio in the InSLL idiolect fits within the range of the ratios
found in other Finnic varieties of Ingria (see Table 1). In the FiRyž idiolect,
the 1,8 : 1 ratio suggests that etymological long vowels have not yet
completely lost their lengthening, at least in the open final syllables. Mean
durations indicate that etymological short vowels are reduced both in InSLL
and in FiRyž. However, as for the etymological long vowels, the mean
values suggest that the latter have completely shortened in InSLL, while
still phonetically retain the lengthening in FiRyž (those are though the data
on just one idiolect per variety).
Phonologically, I treat the contrast in InSLL as /reduced/ vs. /short/
vowels (Кузнецова 2012; Kuznetsova 2015). In FiRyž, the reflexes of etymological short vowels in the positions of the vowel loss are considered consonantal features of labialization and palatalization (see further discussion below).
Etymological long vowels are considered phonologically short, the same way
as in Сидоркевич 2013a; 2013b. Such view is also corroborated by my preliminary findings from the phonetic research on FiRyž non-initial vowels in closed
disyllables. In this position, where vowel loss is not possible, original long
and short vowels seem not to be contrasted any longer, e.g.: suolat means
now both *suolat ’salt:PL:NOM’ and *suolaat ’salt:PRS:2SG’; krāmit ’trash:PL:NOM’
(< *krāmit) has the same second vowel as rūmit ’body:PL:NOM’ (< *rūmīt) etc.
(exact phonetic measurements are however yet to be conducted).
In the following discussion, I will further consider only the results on
the etymological short vowels.

10.3. Vowel devoicing and loss
The two parameters by which InSLL and FiRyž differed very significantly
were the rates of devoicing and loss of reduced vowels. Figures 2 and 3
present the results for vowel devoicing and loss in the two phrasal posi16
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tions studied. The samples compared were completely balanced across the
two positions for the same informant. They contained the same number of
identical or, in some rare cases, maximally comparable tokens. The samples
across the informants were slightly unbalanced (for InSLL, n = 126 in each
position; for FiRyž, n = 140), though only about 10% of tokens did not coincide. Therefore, the results across informants are highly comparable. In
Figure 2, voiced (modal) and voiceless vowels are given separately, while
in Figure 4, they are united in the same category of ’no V loss’, as opposed
to ’V loss’.
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Figure 2. The percentage of modal vowels, vowel devoicing and loss in InSLL
and FiRyž in the phrase-initial (’init.’) and phrase-final (’fin.’) position.
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Figure 3. The percentage of vowel loss vs. no loss in InSLL and FiRyž in the
phrase-initial (’init.’) and -final (’fin.’) positions.

The main conclusions from Figures 2 and 3 can be summarized as follows:
(1) A drastic increase of the overall vowel loss is observed in FiRyž, as
compared to InSLL. In InSLL, vowel loss is equally or even less frequent
than vowel retaining, while in FiRyž, vowel loss overwhelmingly prevails
(it makes for 70—90% of all pronunciations). This shift is crucial and of
qualitative nature, as it changes the most frequent type of realization (the
category prototype, in terms of Rosch 1978).
(2) In line with the previous, vowel devoicing is more widespread in FiRyž,
in comparison to InSLL. As expected,13 in both varieties the vowel devoicing is more common in the phrase-final position, where the energy put
into pronunciation falls. In the phrase-final position, the difference in devoicing rates between InSLL and FiRyž is, again, qualitative and significant.
While in InSLL, voiced allophones overwhelmingly prevail over the voiceless ones in this position (they make about 2/3 of all vocalic realizations),
Blevins (2004 : 199), who has studied the main trends in evolution of voiceless
vowels cross-linguistically, notes that vowel devoicing typically occurs phrase- or
word-finally. Also, Lehtonen (1970 : 45) mentions the phonetic voicelessness of the
’tail’ of a whole utterance as a ’common feature in spoken Finnish’.

13
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in FiRyž, voiceless allophones already become more common phrase-finally
than the voiced ones (slightly more than the half of all vocalic realizations).

10.4. Phonemic categorization by the speakers
In addition to the phonetic measurements, I ran a test on how the same two
speakers categorize the final reduced vowel in the target words (in the nominative) from the phonetic questionnaire. Neither the Ingrian language, nor
the Siberian Ingrian/Finnish has any standard written variety. There was an
attempt to create literacy in Ingrian in the beginning of the 1930s, but it was
swiftly put to an end by the change in Stalin’s linguistic policy in 1938—1939
(Kuznetsova, Markus, Muslimov 2015). Therefore, if speakers of these varieties are asked to write in their native languages, they do it just the way they
intuitively feel, as no orthographic norms interfere. My aim was to check
whether AMŠ and PMŠ would write any final vowel in those words which
they had pronounced in the phonetic experiment, or not. The speakers were
free to write in either Cyrillic or Latin letters. Figure 4 presents the results
of the categorization study.



 









 






Figure 4. The percentage of orthographic vowel loss in InSLL and FiRyž in the
target nominative forms from the phonetic questionnaire.
The results of the perception experiment strongly correlate with the
production study.
(1) In InSLL, orthographic vowel loss happens in slightly more than the
half of cases. In terms of Rosch (1978), not just in production, but also in
the cognitive mental representation of the speaker, ’vowel’ and ’no vowel’
are obviously two robust category prototypes. In some cases, AMŠ explicitly stated that a word can be pronounced both with and without vowel,
and correspondingly gave two orthographic variants.
It is worth notice, that in her production the vocalic variants were more
frequent than the non-vocalic ones (especially in the phrase-initial position),
while in the categorization experiment non-vocalic variants already slightly
prevailed. Phonemic categorization thus seems, in a sense, more innovative
than phonetic production. This is in line with the hypothesis expressed within
the usage-based paradigm, that phonemic reanalysis happens at the early
stage of sound change: ”This process of reanalysis can occur very early in
the development of a phonological change. [–––] Restructuring is covert —
the speakers change their analysis before the surface forms of the language
change (Andersen 1973)” (Bybee 2001 : 55; the same idea was also expressed
by Попов 2004 : 76—77; Касаткин 1999 : 96).
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(2) The same innovative character of categorization, as compared to production, is also observed in the data from PMŠ. In writing, she wanted to put
a final vowel in no case. The phonemic representation in her mind obviously contains just one prototype (’no vowel’). Vowel loss in respective
positions is thus cognitively complete in her idiolect. The same observation on the non-vocalic phonemic categorization by FiRyž speakers was
made by Sidorkevič, who interviewed more than one speaker on the matter
(Сидоркевич 2013a : 680—681). At the same time, Sidorkevič also mentions
that FiRyž speakers do not perceive, for example, words [kuªk˚] ’rooster:NOM’
(<*kukko) and [kuªkə] ’flower:NOM’ (<*kukka) as identical. Speakers often spontaneously cited these exemplificative words as non-homonymic in their
language (Сидоркевич 2013a : 680—681). This fact indicates that the traces
of reduced voiceless vowels are still preserved in speakers’ phonemic categorization and can distinguish minimal pairs. At the same time, vowel
reflexes have already indeed phonologically transformed into the consonantal features of labialization and palatalization. Speakers themselves
pointed out that it is a different kind of a final consonant (and not different vowels) that opposes such pairs (Сидоркевич 2013a : 680—681).
11. The utmost loss of reduced voiceless vowels: Standard Estonian
As mentioned previously (see section 9), Siberian Ingrian Finnish has an
ample consontantal inventory, with a very large marginal periphery.
Sidorkevič mentions that the stability of realization of labialization and
palatalization varies a lot among consonantal types, frequent vs. infrequent
words and the particular vocalic types that gave rise to these features. She
suggests that such instability indicates the tendency towards the simplification of the system (Сидоркевич 2013a : 676, 679—680).
This hypothesis is corroborated by the subsequent stage of evolution
observed in Estonian. In Standard Estonian, the original short vowels were
completely lost in roughly the same positions where InSLL and FiRyž have
reduced voiceless vowels or their remnants. Estonian has obviously also
passed through the stage of voiceless vowels before their ultimate loss (see
data on the Estonian dialects which still maintain reduced voiceless vowels
in Tauli 1956 : 66—84).
In Estonian, no traces of consonantal labialization remained, e.g. pütt
[ püªt Í ] ’tub:NOM’ (< *püttü). Palatalization was preserved, though only for
some dental consonants. Palatalization is not marked in Estonian orthography, and there has been no normalization in the use of palatalized phonemes,
which varies a lot across Estonian speakers with different dialectal backgrounds (Laugaste 1956 : 81). The majority of regional varieties contain four
types of palatalized consonants: t, n, s, l. Palatalization of r sounds old-fashioned in contemporary Standard Estonian (Ariste 1953 : 80; Hint 1998 : 154),
though was wide-spread in the Central North Estonian dialect, which had
laid a basis for the standard language (Must, Univere 2002 : 100). Only very
seldom can also k and η be palatalized in this dialect (Laugaste 1956 : 74,
76; Must, Univere 2002 : 98). Table 4 summarizes the consonantal inventory
of Standard Estonian. In addition, the palatalized consonants that are not
present in the contemporary standard variety, but occurred in the Central
North Estonian dialect are added.
2*
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Table 4
Consonantal inventory of Standard Estonian with some data
from the Central North Estonian dialect

Labial

Dental

p 
m 

t  tÍ ªt Í
º
n  Én Én
s  és ªés
š 
l  lÍ ªlÍ
r  (ér ªér EsCN)

f 
v 

Palatal

(w )

Velar

k  (kÍ ªkÍ EsCN)
(η) (É η EsCN)
h 

j ª

Palatalization, therefore, proves to be a more stable feature than labialization. However, there is a dynamic tendency in Estonian towards the disappearance of particular palatalized consonants from the system in general (as
it happened with ré ), as well as from certain phonetic contexts and structural
types of words (Teras, Pajusalu 2014). Estonian palatalization is in fact prepalalization, and its degree of prominence varies a lot as a function of a consonantal type, its geminate or singleton nature, the surrounding phonetic context,
the degree of quantity in a foot, particular segmental structure of a word, and
the age of speakers (Laugaste 1956; Eek 1971; 1973; Hint 1998; Must, Univere
2002; Teras, Pajusalu 2014). Operstein (2010) observes that prepalatalization is
often a part of the process of consonantal depalatalization.
The final stage of evolution of the non-initial vocalic length contrast,
as indicated from Standard Estonian, is summarized below (innovations in
comparison with the previous stage are in bold):
(1) [ka·nà ~ ka·nā] = kana [ka·nà ~ ka·nā] ’hen:NOM’;
(2) [ka·nna] for ’hen:PRT’ is not present in Standard Estonian, there is kana
[ka·nà ~ ka·nā] instead, cf. section 4;
∑
(3) [li∏˝~ li], [pütÍtÍ ∏ü ~ püªtÍ˚ ~ püªtÍ] > linn [li^Ø] ’hen:NOM’, pütt [pü^ªtÍØ]
14
’tub:NOM’;
(4) [li·nna] > linna [li·^nna] ’city:PRT’ (the development of prosodic Q3 in
PRT/ILL, but no principal innovations in terms of the final vowels).
12. Conclusion: a model for the evolutionary chain of the Finnic noninitial vocalic length contrast
Three types of sound change processes in the Finnic varieties of Ingria and
the adjacent ones were traced in the paper:
(1) Evolution of the short second vowel in a (C)VCV(C) foot (kana): halflong opposed to long in the same position ‹ (b) half-long only, and the
Ø
∑
^
second long durational type in the non-initial syllables (V
2 > V2 > V2) ‹ (c)
Ø
∑ ).
^
the longest durational type in the non-initial syllables (*V2 > * V2 > * V
2
º ): (a) long
(2) Evolution of the long second vowel in a (C)VCV(C) foot (kana
Ø
^
opposed to half-long in the same position (V
2 > V2) > (b) disappearance of
14
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Ø
the contrast in this position in course of either merger with half-long (V
2
^ 2) or restructurization of the whole structure (kana
º > kanna
º ).
=V
º ): (a) the
(3) Evolution of the non-initial long vowels in other positions (linna
Ø
∑
^
longest type in the non-initial syllables (V2 > V2 > V2) ‹ (b) second long type
Ø
Ø
∑
∑
^ > *V
^
in the non-initial syllables (*V
2
2 > * V2) ‹ (c) short vowel (V2 > * V2 = V2).
(4) Evolution of the non-initial short vowels (linna) is summed up in Table 5.
In the left column, the stages of reduction are briefly described. In the right
column, the synchronic phonological system of non-initial short vowels that
corresponds to each stage (or a series of stages) is given. The vocalic system
at the first stage is the same as it is usually reconstructed for Proto-Finnic.

Table 5
Evolutionary stages of the non-initial short vowels,
as indicated from the Finnic varieties discussed in the paper
Stages of reduction of etymological short non- Phonological system of non-initial short
initial vowels
vowels at each stage
(1) Short non-initial vowels in a robust length
contrast with long vowels (ratio 1 : 2.3—2.8);
.distance
   is"
 
   !
 
the phonetic
even
greater
than
for
º /V
º /V
∑ > V
∑ ;
the initial vowels: V
2
2
1
1
 .Shrinking
  !  of
  the
#  
     distance
      $*!$,/
(2)
phonetic
ࡅ
ࡅ
between
and
long
    short
  

 non-initial
     ࡃ vowels
0  % ࡃ 0 /
(ratio 1 : 1.2—1.7); the distance between them
 .1      #       !     
becomes
smaller than between short and
º #
º /
∑ <"
∑ ;
long
vowels:
V
V
$!$2/initial
  
# "
     
2 /V"
2
1 V1#
(3)
Occasional
 
 ࡃ 0 ࡅ  3 ࡃ 0 ࡅ / phonetic reduction of a, ä, e
to schwa; regular grammatically conditioned
* 4       
$ $   /   ""   
elision
of vowels in certain
morphemes; rare
      
"  " / 
 
      ! 
phonetically
conditioned
elision
of word-final
vowels;
  /
(4) Regular phonetically conditioned elision

     
          
ofall
types
of vowels in certain final
and nonfinal
positions
 
  in a foot;
(5)
The
formation
of the
schwa
 
 
   
 phonemic
      
   out
  ü
of
a, ä,insome
cases
e
;
occasional
phonetic
  
ö
devoicing of reduced vowels;

i

ü
-     "

ö

u
 !

e

      

ä

5



6



7

o
a





!

i



e



u
ԥ "#ă$ ࡇࡅ $Ɵ%



ə (< [ă//ĕ])

o

Ʊ #ࡢ%
ǎ#ࡢ%
 & '                
(6)
Frequent devoicing of reduced vowels; ü
∑ [∑ü
∏ ]
ıß [ßıπ ]
u
∑ [∑ u
∏ ]
!ࡅ #!ࡢࡅ % Ɵ #ࡅࡢ % ԥ #ԥࡢࡅ% "#ă$ ࡅࡇ $Ɵ% ǂ #ࡢࡅ %
   to
  merge
  (high
 
  
   
a
tendency
and
non-high
∑ [∑ö∏ ]
reduced vowels; reduced vowels form a ö
e∑ #,[∑∏eࡇࡅࡢ % ]- ,
ə [∑#,˝∏ ࡅࡢ %]- (<
[ă//ĕ]) o
∑ [∑ o∏ ]
,
) *                   
subsystem
contrasted to the non-initial
#ԧࡅࡢ% "ǎ$ǂ$ -  #ԥࡢࡅ% "#ă$ ࡇࡅ $Ɵ$Ʊ% - 
 
           
 +   ( + 
short
vowels;
(7)
Drastic
increase
reduced
 "   [tÍßı
. /
 ( +
 in
 vowel

 +elision;
0
[tÍ ∑ü
∏ ] = ,tÍ˚" , , 
π ] = tÍ
vowels lose the height contrast and are phonologically transformed into the consonantal [t∑ ∏ ó ] (< u/o/o) = t˚
[t∑ ˝∏ ] (< [ă//ĕ/ßı ]) = t
features of palatalization and labialization;
(8) Loss of labialization; tendency to lose
t (< t, t˚)
tÍ (< tÍ, tÍ ˚)
palatalization.
ࡅ # ࡅࡢ %

ࡅ

ࡅ









Finally, Table 6 presents the evolutionary path of the non-initial vocalic
length contrast in general, summing up all the particular stages that were
given separately in the end of each section.
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Table 6
General evolutionary scheme of the non-initial vocalic length contrast,
as indicated from the Finnic varieties discussed in the paper

*kana
*kanā
’hen:NOM’
’hen:PRT’
kana ~ kanà Fi kanā Fi






*linnā ’city/
fortress:PRT’
linnā Fi

*linna ’city/
fortress:NOM’
linna Fi





kanà ~ kanā kanà linnà InS
VoL (partly), InS
Es




linna ~ linnə
(but loss in certain
morphemes, e.g.
*naine > nan
’woman:NOM’)
FiSK, FiI, InS


kanà ~ kanā
FiSK, InS, InLL,
VoL, FiRyž, Es

kannà = linnà
FiSK, FiI,
InNLL, InCLL,
VoL (partly)

linna ~ linnə ~ li
InNLL





kanna = linna
InSLL, FiRyž

linnə ~ li
InCLL, VoL


linn∑ ∏ə ~ li
(also e.g. pütÍtÍ∏ü ~
püªtÍ ˚ ~ püªtÍ
’barrel:NOM’)
InSLL, FiRyž


li (also e.g. püªtÍ ) Es
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НАТАЛЬЯ КУЗНЕЦОВА (Санкт-Петербург)
PУТЬ РАЗВИТИЯ КОЛИЧЕСТВЕННОЙ ОППОЗИЦИИ
НЕНАЧАЛЬНЫХ ГЛАСНЫХ В ПРИБАЛТИЙСКО-ФИНСКИХ ЯЗЫКАХ
I ГОВОРАХ ИНГЕРМАНЛАНДИИ И СОПРЕДЕЛЬНЫХ ТЕРРИТОРИЙ
В живых вариантах финского языка (Ингерманландии, Сибири, Южной Карелии, Финляндии), а также ижорского, водского, эстонского языков представлены последовательные этапы процесса редукции nenaäalxnyh glasnyh. Схема
звукового перехода здесь может быть смоделирована достаточно точно и поэтапно, с привлечением статистических фонетических данных для каждого этапа. В частности, описаны изменения различных типов пропорциональных отношений между долгими и краткими гласными от наиболее консервативного этапа, представленного в литературном финском, к более инновационным
идиомам. Отдельно представлен фонетический эксперимент по речепроизводству кратких гласных в южных говорах нижнелужского диалекта ижорского
языка и контактном ижорско-финском сибирском ингерманландском идиоме,
где их редукция, оглушение и падение зашли особенно далеко. Также приведены коррелирующие данные эксперимента по фонемной категоризации рефлексов кратких гласных самими носителями этих идиомов. Результаты обоих
экспериментов указывают на то, что в первом идиоме эти рефлексы еще сохраняют фонологический статус гласных, a во втором их следует уже трактовать как дополнительные признаки согласных: палатализацию и лабиализацию.
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